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It don’t matter to me, if you really feel that you need some time to be free

Time to go out searching for yourself, hoping to find, time to go to find

It don’t matter to me, if you take up with some one who’s better than me

‘Cause your happiness is all I want for you to find peace, your peace of mind

Lotta people have an ego hang-up, ‘cause they want to be the only one

How many came before? It really doesn’t matter, just as long as you’re the last

Everybody’s movin’ on, and tryin’ to find out what’s been missin’ in the past

And it don’t matter to me, if your searching brings you back together with me

‘Cause there’ll always be an empty room waiting for you, an open heart waiting for you
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Time is on my side, ‘cause it don’t matter to me, it don’t matter to me

It don’t matter to me, it don’t matter to me

It don’t matter to me, it don’t matter to me

‘Cause there’ll always be an empty room waiting for you, an open heart waiting for you

Time is on my side, ‘cause it don’t matter to me.
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G       D       F
It don’t matter to me, if you really feel that you need some time to be free

Cm       G       Am7       D7       G       Bb       D7
Time to go out searching for yourself, hoping to find, time to go to find (2nd verse)

G       D       F
It don’t matter to me, if you take up with some-one who’s better than me

Cm       G       Am7       D7       G       Bb
‘Cause your happiness is all I want for you to find peace, your peace of mind

FMA7       BbMA7           FMA7       BbMA7
Lotta people have an ego hang-up, ‘cause they want to be the only one

FMA7       BbMA7           FMA7       BbMA7
How many came before? It really doesn’t matter, just as long as you’re the last

GMA7       CMA7           GMA7       CMA7
Everybody’s movin’ on, and tryin’ to find out what’s been missin’ in the past

G       D       F
And it don’t matter to me, if your searching brings you back together with me

Cm       G       Am7       D7       G       Am7       D7
‘Cause there’ll always be an empty room waiting for you, an open heart waiting for you

G       Bb       D7           G       D       F       Cm
Time is on my side, ‘cause it don’t matter to me, it don’t matter to me

G       D       F       Cm
It don’t matter to me, it don’t matter to me

G       D       F
It don’t matter to me, it don’t matter to me

Cm       G       Am7       D7       G       Am7       D7
‘Cause there’ll always be an empty room waiting for you, an open heart waiting for you

G       Bb       D7           G
Time is on my side, ‘cause it don’t matter to me.